Abstract: Stability and continuous operation are important for almost any use of a microcavity, we demonstrate here experimentally and theoretically self-stable equilibrium solution for a pumpmicrocavity system; this mechanism is derived by the thermal nonlinearity. together with mode volume as small as 1-020; they possess a superb figure of merit for study of a diverse set of optical phenomena. However, small mode volume also makes these devices susceptible to thermal induced nonlinearities [4,5]. This is because power lost through absorption within the down-scaled resonator must now dissipate through a smaller surface area. As a result cavity heating cannot be neglected and the thermal drift of the cavity optical resonance can easily exceed 100 cavity linewidths. Here we formulate the dynamical thermal behavior for microcavity systems. We explain hysteretic wavelength response, thermal line broadening and the existence of equilibrium solutions, one of which is particularly important because it is self stable. When operating in the self-stable regime the system automatically corrects for drifts and deviations. We verify experimentally each of the above theoretical predictions. In particular, we demonstrate theoretically and experimentally a method for self-stabilization based upon thermal nonlinearity.
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A simple scaling argument explains why cavity temperature changes with cavity size as AT oc/2 and thermal time constant changes as tth oc I. The reason for making smaller microcavities is that the figure of merit for most optical process is scaled inversely with the mode volume. Here we will address the temperature increase that results by this cavity downscaling. From energy conservation, the dynamical equation for the cavity temperature AT is:
Cp At(t)= Ih1 KAT(t)(1 KAp -2o (I+ a AT)j +1
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Here Cp is the heat capacity (J/°C), K is the thermal conductivity (J/(s°C)) between the cavity mode volume and the surrounding, I -I Q(Q bi5s the power that actually heats the cavity where I is the pump power, Q is the quality factor and Rb, iS the quality factor due to absorption only. AP is the pump wavelength, AO is the cold cavity resonance and a is the thermal coefficient of resonance wavelength. Various sources of noise, such as microcavity thermorefractive noise [6] , pump fluctuations and others can now incorporated into equation 1 to test their influence.
We will now examine the cavity dynamical thermal-behavior (Eq. 1) by comparing the experimentally measured cavity transmission during a wavelength scan to the calculated transmission. In Fig l(a) we present the measured transmission together with the calculated cavity transmission, cavity temperature and cavity resonant wavelength during up and down wavelength scans of the pump laser. The fit parameters for the calculation were the heat capacity and heat conduction. We see in Fig l(a) that as the pump wavelength approaches the cavity tail (at t = 2ms) the cavity starts to heat up. As a result, the cavity resonance wavelength drifts away from the pump wavelength (t = 2l 6ms). The cavity temperature rise terminates when the pump wavelength reaches the center of the drifted absorption line (t = 16ms ). At this point, the absorption is maximal and cannot increase further to compensate for heat dissipation. Beyond this point, the resonance is lost as it quickly drifts down. Later, when the pump wavelength begins the backward scan ( t = 1 9ms) it meets the cavity resonance again but at this time from the other direction. The cavity resonance then (t = 32ms ) quickly flips sides with the pump. The hysteretic behavior of the cavity results from the fact that the resonance wavelength will always shift upward when approached by the pump. No matter whether the resonance is approached (by the pump) from high wavelength or from low wavelength sides, the resonance will always drift to the high wavelength. Generally, there are 3 steady states (At(t) = 0) solutions for Eq. 1: (i) Stable warmequilibrium: the cavity Lorentzian is on the right side of the pump line. This is a self-stable equilibrium since a small pump power decrease will reduce the cavity temperature and consequently the cavity wavelength will drift to the left; this will increase the absorbed power and hence will compensate for the pump reduction (an increase in pump power will cause a small compensation to the other direction). repeat the same calculation but using a reduced Q (Q = 5 x 1 05), For convenience, the cavity FWHM is marked on the cavity resonance wavelength (top blue).
(ii) Unstable warm-equilibrium: the cavity Lorentzian is on the left side of the pump line. This equilibrium is unstable since a small reduction in the pump power will cause the cavity to cool down and the resonance wavelength to drift to the left. The subsequent reduced absorption will cause faster cooling and increased drift until the resonance reaches the trivial cold equilibrium solution described below. (iii) Stable cold-equilibrium: The cavity Lorentzian is far away from the pump line. Practically, no energy is absorbed by the cavity and hence this solution is not so interesting. Practically speaking, reaching the warm stable-equilibrium is easiest by setting the pump to a wavelength smaller than the cold-cavity resonance and then starting to scan upward. Approaching from the other direction will pass through the unstable warm-equilibrium from which the system will almost immediately flip to one of the two stable-equilibria. We will now demonstrate the system response to noise at different equilibria. When in stable equilibrium, the system will average out noise that is much faster than the thermal response time and will stay in quasi steady state when exposed to noise much slower than the thermal response time. both types of noise were included in our calculation. In Fig 2(a) we show (numerically) that when a pump-cavity system is in a stable warm-equilibrium, it can overcome large fluctuations. We solve equation 1 for an up scan that takes the system reliably to the stable warm-equilibrium as noted above. The scan is stopped at a pump wavelength of 0.56 angstrom (above cold cavity resonance). It is apparent that large amplitude fluctuations are overcome and the system transmission remains low. On the other hand, the system cannot remain at the unstable equilibrium shown in Fig 2(b) and noise that is 10 orders of magnitude smaller than in the former stable example (Fig 2(a) ) is enough to make the system flip to one of the two stable equilibria. Cavity stability is demonstrated experimentally in Fig 3. Therein, we show an extremely slow up scan (Fig 5 t<100s ) that stops at a warm stable-equilibrium. In order to demonstrate experimentally that perturbations are compensated; we create a strong temporal perturbation in the pump power by knocking on the optical table (fig 3 inset) ; this leads to a change in the coupling efficiency. Despite the size and the relatively long duration of this perturbation, the system is stable again almost immediately after the perturbation stops. On the other hand, as described theoretically above, when we down scan downward towards the resonance (fig 3,  t>l00s) then it is not possible to stay at the warm equilibrium.
Here we derived the equation for the dynamical thermal behavior of a microcavity and explain the microcavity line broadening and it's hysteretic wavelength response. As the thermal drift of the resonant (for a -1 mW loaded microcavity) is typically more than 100 times the resonant width, thermal effects must be taken into account. Figure 2: calculation of dynamical noise response at equilibrium. (a) The stable warm equilibrium is reached by an upward wavelength scan, stopping at a pump wavelength of 0.56 angstrom above the cold resonance. In this equilibrium, the system overcomes Gaussian noise in the pump wavelength (with amplitude of one cavity width). The noise spectra is of random amplitude and spread Gaussianly in the Fourier space having FWHM of 100 KHz around the DC. (b) Starting in the unstable warm equilibrium (pump wavelength 0.56 angstrom and cavity thermal-drifted resonance 0.52 angstrom above the cold resonance), the smallest positive noise will take the system to the warm stable-equilibrium; while the smallest negative noise will take the system to the cold stable-equilibrium. Noise here is smaller than 1/10'°of the cavity FWHM. In this figure all parameters are as in Fig 1(b) 
